2005 infinity g35

Used Infiniti G35 for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5.
There is nothing I don't love about this car! It is beautiful, sexy, classic, fun, and luxury. It is
fast, safe and comfy at the same time. I just love Infinity. When I drive it, it is so smooth and
quite, I feel like melting in the car and it gives me so much freedom. As soon as I get in the car, I
just feel happy, and it increase my confident as well. Just like when we put on our favorite outfit,
we feel like a whole new person, and this car gives me that kid of feeling all day long. We love
taking my beautiful car and hit the city on weekends, girls night out always get extra attention
from everyone, including the hot guys. Top positive things about the car that I like is the way it
looks. You can pick the two door or the 4 door look, customize it with pretty much anything you
want. Not to mention the color and the design, it is just very sexy! There are just so many more
positive things about this vehicle, besides the way it looks, the performance and safety is also
amazing! You just have to go for a test drive to really understand since words can not describe
it. It looks and feels like you are in the movie driving a future car! Since it is an luxury car, it is
expensive to do any work on it, including regular maintenance. Not to mention paying extra
when you fill up the gas to make this baby run. Besides this, I can not find any other cons with
the car. Overall 2. However, I drive a lot and I have found that the car has too many mechanical
issues to be dependable for long stretches of driving. The car has about , miles on it, but I have
had much better luck with other cars with similar miles on them. Overall, this is a very
comfortable car that is good for covering short distances. This car has made it on a road trip
from Nashville to Chicago and back. The car handles well at least, it did until the power steering
failed and rides very smoothly. The interior is very spacious and comfortable. You can tell that it
had a very luxurious feel when it was new. The worst thing about this car is the continuous
stream of mechanical problems. The alternator has died, the power steering has failed, and the
gas gauge has broken. The G35 is an exceptional car in it's own right. From the power, comfort,
handling, and design is absolutely fantastic. All of this comes with a hefty price, and that hefty
price is the repeated cost of maintenance. The first time I brought the car in for a routine
maintenance I almost had a heart attack. I went in for a simple oil change and to do the initial
check and the bill came out to six hundred dollars. That is way too excessive in my book. When
people ask me what I think of my car I always tell them that it is one of the best cars I have ever
owned but be prepared to pay for that every time you take it in for maintenance. When bringing
in for legitimate repairs belts, brakes, tires, etc. The belts with the cost of putting them The belts
with the cost of putting them in was four hundred dollars. I has another luxury car previously
and it was half that price. My one great memory with this car was having the opportunity to
bring it to a track where I was able to get the car up to with no trouble at all don't worry, it was in
a designated area! I have many features that I absolutely love about this car, lets start off with
the exterior. The exterior is beautifully designed and the wheels look great on this thing. Going
to the inside of the car I love the leather seats, the design of the dashboard, the sunroof, and the
power seat on the drivers side. The power this car has is fantastic as well. I have not had a car
where I jump on the highway and all of a sudden I am at 60! The car handles well through
country curves just as well as it can travel through the city. I know for a fact I have hit some
really bad pot holes in my time d I know for a fact I have hit some really bad pot holes in my time
driving the car and it has taken a huge beating. The car parks really easily as well and the rear
view camera is fantastic. It provides you just enough to know when you are perfectly lined up
with the curb and it makes life so much easier. As many pros as I have for this car there are a
few cons as well. First off if I did not have the rear view camera to park I am positive that I would
have knocked into a few cars already. The back of the car just does not allow you to have the
proper view in the back. Another gripe I have is with the signal lights on the mirrors. I had them
replaced twice while under warranty for leaking and they still have started leaking again. It is a
terrible placement for them as they get hit by rocks and then that's it, they start leaking. Once
again I have to mention the repair costs, they are just Once again I have to mention the repair
costs, they are just awful. I never expected on a car like this the inflated cost of maintenance
and repair. It kills me every time I bring the car in and I get on average a four hundred dollar bill.
I would much prefer to spend my money elsewhere than on belts. Used Cars for Sale.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Let me test drive the
truck. Wouldn't go down with the price. I told him I would pay all. The truck had some noticeable
damage to it. Then I saw a couple weeks later on Car Gurus he lowered the price. Harvey was
great to work with, did not pressure us at all but rather allowed us to guide our buying
experience. Was a good dealership with a nice selection of affordable vehicles. I would
definitely do business there again. On a side note, they even offered to fix the damaged radio
antenna for us at no extra charge. Very happy with them. This place needs improvement. The
car I went to test drive needed repair before I even drove off the lot. The car had the engine light
ok as well. Couldn't buy a car with these issues upfront. Nice folks, Moe helped me. The cars

are not in great shape. They had this one listed as 4WD, but it is not. It is AWD. He claims that
their record did not reflect that and that it is going for the stated original price. I also asked to
confirm that there was a backup camera. He said no as sometimes it puts up general
information. I was put off as it made me thing what else is incorrect. Sales person was polite but
did not offer anything that made me want to buy the truck. I spoke with the dealer rep. He was
very friendly and informative. He discussed the vehicle and it's condition. Because of the
distance I was not able to view the vehicle. As far as customer service, they answered all mt
questions Recommend them. Did not purchase anything yet but we did speak thru text,Seems
like a great guy to do business with. When I finally got a chance to visit the original car I wanted
was sold but they had other great offers I'll be test driving one this week.. Very relaxed, no
pressure sales atmosphere. I was given CarFax so that was a plus.. The vehicles are clean lot
well organization. Whish I knew about this All-star Auto when bought my last car. Dealer
responded quickly. Staff was very helpful. They have a repair shop and will make sure you are
in great condition before you leave the lot. Great guys, No BS fees, just the price plus tax and a
great warranty. I appreciate the honestly and transparency. After requesting the dealer contact
me I replied to their email with a phone call to the number they listed. Left a voicemail never
hearing back for 3 days. Was finally able to speak to someone after calling them the person on
the line was rude. If this is how they're going to approach perspective buyers then I will take my
business elsewhere. Great experience considering I bought the car sight unseen and had it
shipped to me. They worked with me on sending the paperwork overnight, just didn't disclose
convertible top issues. Great sales service. Got a great car for a very good deal. I would highly
recommend this dealer. I was contacted within a day by a member of the sales staff. He made a
video walk- around of the car and did follow-up. We were not able to complete the deal due to
the Cover crisis but the salesman was professional and really interested. So wonderful
honestly, bought my MAZDA3 hatchback from them earlier right before they closed for the day
and they were still excited and respectful even though I can elate due to work, would definitely
buy another car from them again if I ever need one! Quick, fair and professional. I traded my car
in for a fair price to them and purchased my truck for a very fair price. The truck needed some
love but now it looks and drives great! I cut them a check and 4 days later I had the title in my
hand and a week after that they mailed me the registration. They Communicated consistently
with me and were very prompt with both questions that I had. Not too much changed for the
Infiniti G35 in The Coupe and Sedan come with either 5 speed automatic transmission or 6
speed manual MT. Gas mileage generally comes out to 18 mpg in the city and 25 on the
highway. The coupes have 2 doors and seat 4, while the sedans have 4 doors and seat 5. Only
the Sedan 6MT lacks standard traction control. Sunroof and navigation system come as
options. The coupes have 7. Overall, drivers like the strong V6, smooth handling, and roomy
interior that the G35 brings to the table. While critics would appreciate better materials, the
Infiniti G35 gets props as a relatively affordable and stylish showpiece. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Private Seller: Abrahm. Mansfield, TN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Private Seller: Jeremy. Fallon, NV Message Seller. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot

of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Since the Infiniti G35's arrival in , Nissan 's
luxury brand has introduced constant improvements designed to compete with its prime
competitors from Audi , BMW , and Lexus. Originally offered with an automatic transmission
and rear drive, Infiniti has since added a six-speed manual and all-wheel drive to the options
list, as well as pumped up the already lusty 3. The original G35's biggest weakness was interior
finish, which was addressed for with liberal doses of wood and aluminum and improved panel
fits and materials. For , the G35 received an exterior freshening, with new front and rear fascias.
The sedan's overall appearance remains inoffensive, if not a thing of beauty. It demonstrates
clear brand and even corporate style, with shades of Nissan Altima and Infiniti M Series
apparent in the curved front clip and distinct rear pillar treatment. The coupe continues to look
stunning, especially when adorned with the Sport package's forged inch wheels the sedan gets
inchers with the Sport package; both cars come with inch wheels standard. Inside, the G35
sedan offers plenty of space both up front and in the rear seat. Size-wise the G35 slots between
the BMW 3 Series and 5 Series, and unless you participate in track days every weekend, you'll
probably find the extra interior space a worthy tradeoff for whatever is lost in ultimate agility. All
G35s come with leather upholstery standard, and the ski crowd will appreciate the armrest
pass-through from the trunk. The expected luxury options are available, such as a navigation
system which has a screen that rises out of the dashboard when in use and Bose audio, as well
as some unusual touches, like reclining rear seats. The trademark Infiniti oval analog clock that
resides in the dash looks more at home in the company's upmarket read: aimed at an older
audience products, like the Q45, than it does here. Thankfully, the interior freshening moved the
clock up so the navigation screen no longer blocks it. The G35 comes with a boatload of
electronic driver aids, including stability control and anti-lock brakes with electronic brake-force
distribution and brake assist. Infiniti offers a full complement of airbags--dual front, front-side,
and front and rear for the sedan roof-mounted curtain--as standard equipment regardless of
trim level. The G35's FM front-midship platform can also be found under the Nissan Z, and that
shared sporting bloodline is evident from behind the wheel. In another nod toward the car's
enthusiast leaning, the horsepower iteration of the 3. Cars equipped with the five-speed
automatic the only transmission offered with the G35x AWD model make do with a mere
horsepower. The G35x does its best to duplicate the sporting rear-drive dynamics of the base
car, with the Advanced Total Traction Engineering System for All Electronic Torque Split
ATTESA E-TS all-wheel-drive system sending as much as percent of the power to the rear
wheels until wheelspin dictates that a share of torque--up to 50 percent--is needed up front. A
welcomed Snow switch adjusts the characteristics to help tame winter traction challenges. The
G35 greets the driver with a meaty three-spoke wheel and electro-fluorescent gauges. The
drive-by-wire V-6 loves to rev, and even when hooked to the automatic transmission, it makes
for a very swift ride. The coupe's honking dual exhaust emits a purposeful burble that erupts
into a full-on snarl as revs climb. The manual transmission's short, direct action always finds
the right gear, even if it is a bit notchy. The Sport models of both coupe and sedan get a
limited-slip rear differential to help get the increased power to the ground. If you feel the need
for more speed, the G35's engine is a darling of the aftermarket, and go-faster parts like
superchargers abound. So why buy one of these instead of, say, a Nissan Maxima , which offers
more space and the same engine albeit with a few less ponies? Well, the G35 provides superior
rear-drive dynamics, and when you're dealing with this much power, front-wheel-drive is far
from ideal. Plus, you get the coddling that comes with visiting an Infiniti dealership versus a
more plebian brand. The G35 will appeal to those who embrace a sort of anti-brand snobbery,
people who can afford a 3 Series or C-Class, but find a BMW or Mercedes too obvious. It's also
a car for horsepower junkies, since for approximately the same money as a horsepower BMW i,
you can get a horsepower G While the G35 is a definite step down in refinement compared to
the 3 Series, the lower price makes the minor compromise easy to swallow. Think of it as the
Japanese Audi , a fast, well-appointed driver's car with available all-wheel-drive for snowy
climes. It's not the newest entry in the field, but Infiniti hasn't rested on its laurels, and the G35
is still solidly in the small-luxury sedan mix. The closest competitor to the G35, offering rear-

and all-wheel-drive and a 3. Faced with this tough competitive field, buyers should look to the
IntelliChoice Ownership Cost Value Rating to aid their decision. A look at the figures shows the
G35 coupe is a better long-term value than the sedan, though both are compelling products.
Ultimately, it's the test drive that will sell any car in this segment, and we think most enthusiasts
would be impressed with the Infiniti. If you wonder how parent company Nissan went from
broken to smokin' in a matter of years, the answer is product, and the G35 is one of its best. The
G35 received extensive revisions for , with a horsepower bump and exterior and interior
freshening, so changes for are negligible. The Sport package gets you the big, or inch wheels
and a limited-slip differential. The main comfort and convenience package, Premium Package A,
includes a sunroof, Bose audio, and reclining rear seats sedan only , among many other
goodies. The Aero package gets you a rear spoiler and functional rear side air diffusers,
although the look is more adolescent than AMG. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Motor Trend Staff Words. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. America's Auto Mall
strives to provide our customers with the lowest prices and biggest selection in the Mid-West.
The America's Auto Mall buying experience offers customers a quick, relaxed and hassle-free
environment in which we strive to provide the highest degree of customer service. Don't just
take our word for it, check out our reviews on Google, and see what our past customers had to
say about their experience! We offer a wide variety of financing options including many local
Credit Unions and Banks, as well as National Lending Institutions to ensure each customer gets
the most competitive rates and terms available anywhere. All of our vehicles have been fully
inspected and serviced and gone through a rigorous reconditioning process in order to provide
you the best possible vehicles in the market! Contact our Internet Sales Department at Service
Records Available! Local Trade In, Clean Carfax. Moss Bros. You'll be impressed by a
spectacular blend of technology, style and refinement. This 2 door, 4 passenger coupe provides
exceptional value! Under the hood you'll find a 6 cylinder engine with more than horsepower,
and for added security, dynamic Stability Control supplements the drivetrain. We pride
ourselves in the quality that we offer on all of our vehicles. Stop by our dealership or give us a
call for more information. Recent Arrival! New Price! Call Sam Leman Mazda at to set up a test
drive. Our sales staff will help you find that new or used car you have been searching for in
Bloomington. Call Let our sales staff answer all of the questions you have! We are here to help
you! Go to : autolandva. We Understand it's about much more than simply a vehicle. It's about a
lifestyle. It's about those behind the wheel just like you and your loved ones. We're passionate
about the experience of our clients and the quality of the vehicles we provide. We offer cars,
trucks and SUVs for everyone from domestic to exotic and strive to give world class service
beginning to end. Let us help you put a little luxury in your life. We offer Contactless purchase,
Free home drop-off, Private dealer appointments and Virtual appointments, please contact us to
choose the appointment that best fits your wants and needs. Odometer is miles below market
average! At Ford of Kendall we take pride in everything we do and strive to not only to be the
best Florida dealership but to be the best in the nation. Before you sell your trade let one of our
Sales consultants offer you the most for your car without the hassle. Call us today! Call or see
dealer for details. Valid only to internet customers who provide printed offer. Not valid in
conjunction with any other offer. Price is subject to change without notice. Bench Mark infiniti
G35 Coupe Its pride filled owner only entrusted it to factory trained Infiniti dealership
technicians. It reflects 19 service records on Carfax This Zealot Owner was so devoted that he
refrained from any tempting modifications that might tarnish its purity. Supply and demand on
these rare cult following cars is far out of sight in most cases as far availability is concerned.
This Arrow straight G35 Is graced with Ivory Pearl Metallic finish that glistens in the sun and
sparkles in the night lights. If you have been searching for special fun sports car that is
affordable and has been properly maintained and well loved. Well then today is your Lucky Day!
Home delivery available! At ASM we take pride in offering a great selection of quality pre-owned
vehicles from practical family sedans and SUV's to the Classic Muscle Cars of yesteryear,
modern day Luxury vehicles and Exotics. Our Valued Customer. Please visit our website at
selectmotorswichita. Stop on in and find out how truly easy it is to Save with Select. This fun to
drive vehicle is V6, 3. Come on down to our W Colfax Ave, Lakewood location today to test drive
and make an offer on your next vehicle. We have been in business for over 20 years with
multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at
our Lakewood Location This sharp looking Infiniti G is a local trade in that is very clean inside
and out and has very low miles on it. It is loaded with just the right options to like the 3 liter V-6
engine and automatic transmission, power windows, power door locks, cruise control, tilt
steering, keyless entry, theft, a power moon roof, a power drivers seat, heated front leather
seats, a power passenger seat, BOSE premium sound, fog lights, and alloy wheels. This car has

been fully serviced and is ready for you to hit the road in so stop in soon to check it out and to
let us prove to you that we want to earn your business rather than simply sell you a car. Under
New Ownership! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe 25 Sedan Trim
Base 54 Journey 18 Sport 2 x Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
izuzu i 290
1991 accord coupe
dodge intrepid crankshaft sensor
Manual 5. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Five Star
Dealer. Check Availability. Close Moss Bros. Close Auto Land Inc. Title issue. Not provided.
Frame damage. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Sad to let
this car go, but Had my '05 G for 68 months. Sold it last week and got a '12 G37 sedan. I always
loved the smooth, feminine lines of the ' Gs. The interior was a bit squeaky and I never really
liked the orange gauge lights,but I never had any mechanical issues until recently, when the car
was nearly 9 years old. Personally, when electrical issues start cropping up, I ditch the car. The
car was great for what it was - a sport sedan. Rear seat room was a little tight, but I feel I got my
money's worth for the car, my favorite so far. We have had five Infinitis and two Nissans
through the years. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

